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the referendum election on the 25th. We

reproduce parts of this impressive speech, regret

ting that we cannot produce it all; and we venture

the hope that after the editing which is always

necessary to correct crudities of extemporaneous

speaking, but which would be slight in this case,

it may be reproduced in pamphlet form and

widely circulated. As a Congressional document

it would make a most useful companion-piece to

Senator Bourne's famous speech on People's

Power in Oregon, and to Senator Owen’s exposi

tion of the general subject.

-

+ +

A Distinction With Some Difference.

No, sir; nothing of the kind. We do not say

that everybody who is against the Initiative,

Referendum and Recall is a plute. A good many

are only ignorant, and some of these are stubborn.

What we do say is that every plute is against

those reforms—penniless plutes and all. There

is some difference. And yet men really must be

judged, by and large, by the company they like

to keep.

+ +

For an Intelligent Suffrage.

Educational tests for the suffrage have been

popular with suffrage restrictionists these many

years, but they have always contemplated restraints

by one set of persons upon another set. The pro

posed tests have ranged, explicitly or in effect,

from reading and writing to a college education,

according to the educational equipment of the re

strainer, who has usually aimed to draw the line

of exclusion just below himself. But now that the

best kind of educational test is coming in vogue,

an automatic test—behold ! the very classes that

would limit the suffrage by arbitrary tests are in

opposition and on the express ground that the un

intelligent don't vote. At the Trenton election,

for example, at which the commission form of gov

ernment was adopted, it seems that only two-thirds

of the voters who had voted for Governor, voted

on the Commission form plan, and that, as the

New York Sun expresses it, “something like 33.1%

per cent of the normal voting population deter

mined this important issue for the whole city.”

But that was because the unintelligent voting pop

ulation were disfranchised—by themselves, as in

competent. If only two-thirds voted on the ques

tion, then only two-thirds were sufficiently edu

cated on the subject to take enough interest in it

to vote. This is the way the argument runs, al.

any rate, when suffrage restrictionists give reasons

for disfranchising women. Now, isn't it better to

let citizens disfranchise themselves by the truly

civic educational test that was applied in Trºll.

ton, than to have disfranchised them arbitrarily?

And if only two-thirds did vote, upon what the

ory can any person object that a minority dº.

termines an important issue for the rest, if

that very person advocates the alternative methºd

of electing a few “representatives” to determine it

for all? Is it democratic to compel all to dele.

gate power to a few, but undemocratic to allow all

to participate or not as they please, if it so happells

that some decide for themselves that they don't

know and don’t care how to vote on the questional

issue 2

+ +

Hot Weather Dress for Men. --- - -

C. W. Andrews, librarian of the Crerar library

in Chicago, has explained a question of masculine

dress in response to a criticism of library rules,

which is broader in its application than to reading:

room etiquette. A reader in shirt sleeves and sils.

penders, claimed that he had been required by the

rules to put on his coat, whereas other readers

were undisturbed though they also were in shirt

sleeves but without suspenders. Mr. Andrews very

sensibly and conclusively replied that the differ

ence is one “between dress and undress.” That

phrase presents the whole case. It needs no elab:

oration and there is no answer to it. But the ill

portant point is that as to shirt-sleeve “dress" (in

contradistinction to shirt-sleeve “undress”), no tº

fort is made to popularize it. If suspenders tº

main out of vogue as a part of external dress, whº

not some sort of shirt-blouse or “jumper” thº'

could be worn over them conveniently and usually

in warm weather? This would solve more quº

tions than those of decency in reading Too".
There are decent persons and many who cannot

afford, with reference to time as well as monº"

wear two kinds of clothing on the same day, ".

kind from which they may remove the coat "

still be dressed and another from which they ".

not remove the coat without being undressed. A

warm-season style of dress for men, to be """

with or without a coat at pleasure, would p"º

on an equality with women in a respect inº
they are now pathetically and often aggravating"

inferior. -- -

+ +

Aviation.

It is but barely probable that aviation canº
into very general use, no matter how efficient -

mechanism of flight, until two supplement." º
ventions are made. One of these is " life ".

server—something to give the operat" and |º


